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Ar ch ite ctu ra l a mb i tio ns  
My major interest for my diploma thesis, so far, is to work on the problem of smooth 
transitions of continous surfaces into faceted objects, and/or faceted surfaces, by challenging 
structural concrete conventions. 
  
Within the „musical-manifolds“ semester i tested a series of surface tessalations to enhance the 
blank surfaces i.e.walls with scale. I ended up using one, but not testing the other ones on their 
spatial potential, i.e. the relationhip between surface and space, their ability to serve as 
structural members, or its possibility to  react on the program inside... Which meant for my 
project that the surface articulation remained ornamental. 
 
Refe ren ces  
The „diagonal ribbon window“ that we talked about is only one of the aspects i see worth 
working on in terms of how to penetrate a surface. And as i mentioned during that semester, i 
considered the music hall to be made out of „folded concrete surfaces“ which points towards my 
interest in terms of materialization: i am still interested in „exposed concrete“ and its surface 
design techniques, like shuttering, formliners, photographic effects or colour design, to name 
a few.  
 
Pro g ra m/ S ite  
I am interested in utilizing black-and-white analog photography.  
„Magnum Photos“, a photographic co-operative owned by its photographer-members, turned 
60 last year and  I would like to “hop-on” to this anniversary and propose a new “magnum 
center for photography” in one of the cities they have headquarters in: New York, Paris, London 
or Tokyo. 
The „Magnum Photo Library“ is updated on a daily basis and  houses all the work produced by 
Magnum photographers and some special collections by non-members. There are 
approximately one million photographs in both print and transparency in the physical library, 
with 350,000 images available online. 
 
Pro g ra m 
I imagine this building to house: a museum for photography, an educational center, 
workshops, office spaces, a specialist book shop and a library, i.e. storage space. This center 
should attract and house not only “Magnum photographers”, furthermore it should be a 
center where photo as art, as journalism and as an icon would be displayed and discussed. 
 
I want to work in an urban context like New York, Paris, London or Tokyo.  
 
Looking forward to it! 
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